A remote sensing approach to retrieve the degree of nonsphericity of ice hydrometeors using scanning polarimetric Ka-band radar measurements from a U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program cloud radar operated in an alternate transmission-simultaneous reception mode is introduced. Nonsphericity is characterized by aspect ratios representing the ratios of particle minor-to-major dimensions. The approach is based on the use of a circular depolarization ratio (CDR) proxy reconstructed from differential reflectivity Z DR and copolar correlation coefficient r hy linear polarization measurements. Essentially combining information contained in Z DR and r hy , CDR-based retrievals of aspect ratios are fairly insensitive to hydrometeor orientation if measurements are performed at elevation angles of around 408-508. The suggested approach is applied to data collected using the third ARM Mobile Facility (AMF3), deployed to Oliktok Point, Alaska. Aspect ratio retrievals were also performed using Z DR measurements that are more strongly (compared to CDR) influenced by hydrometeor orientation. The results of radar-based retrievals are compared with in situ measurements from the tethered balloon system (TBS)-based video ice particle sampler and the ground-based multiangle snowflake camera. The observed ice hydrometeors were predominantly irregular-shaped ice crystals and aggregates, with aspect ratios varying between approximately 0.3 and 0.8. The retrievals assume that particle bulk density influencing (besides the particle shape) observed polarimetric variables can be deduced from the estimates of particle characteristic size. Uncertainties of CDR-based aspect ratio retrievals are estimated at about 0.1-0.15. Given these uncertainties, radar-based retrievals generally agreed with in situ measurements. The advantages of using the CDR proxy compared to the linear depolarization ratio are discussed.
Introduction
Ice particles in atmospheric clouds and precipitation have a great variety of shapes and types (i.e., habits). Particle habits influence important microphysical (e.g., crystal growth, evaporation, and sedimentation rates) and radiative (e.g., longwave and shortwave extinction, and scattering) processes. Therefore, understanding and quantifying particle habits are critical for refining regional and global climate models (e.g., Kokhanovsky and Macke 1999) and improving quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) of snowfall (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2017) . In situ data indicate that most atmospheric ice hydrometeors in the Arctic are frequently of irregular shape (e.g., Korolev et al. 1999; Korolev and Isaac 2003; Hogan et al. 2012) .
One simple quantitative characteristic of irregular ice particles is their aspect ratio (Korolev and Isaac 2003) , which is usually defined as the ratio of particle minor and major dimensions with the minor axis defined as perpendicular to the major axis. The particle aspect ratio is also used as a quantitative parameter in atmospheric modeling studies (e.g., Sheridan et al. 2009; Avramov and Harrington 2010; Jensen et al. 2017 ). The simplest shape that accounts for particle general nonsphericity is the spheroidal shape representing an ellipsoid, where two out of three axes are of the same length. The oblate spheroidal shape is widely used to describe raindrops and has been used for describing ice particles in radar studies (e.g., Matrosov et al. 2001 Matrosov et al. , 2012 Melnikov and Straka 2013; Myagkov et al. 2016a,b) at different frequency bands. This simple shape assumption satisfactorily describes observed vertically pointing radar depolarization ratios and reflectivity enhancements for different particle habits (Matrosov 2015) . Pristine solid ice density hexagonal prism models have also been used for retrieving particle shapes (e.g., Melnikov 2017) . In situ measurements, however, indicate that such pristine habits describe only a very small percentage (;3%) of observed ice particles (e.g., Korolev et al. 1999) . Because of the importance of particle shapes in climate modeling and QPE applications, it is desirable that remote sensing measurements provide information on particle aspect ratios.
Polarimetric radar measurements provide a means for estimation of ice particle aspect ratios. The first polarimetric cloud radars (e.g., Kropfli et al. 1990 ) were designed to measure a single polarimetric variable: depolarization ratio (DR), defined as the ratio of radar returns on two orthogonal polarizations when signals on one of these polarizations are transmitted. It has been shown (Matrosov et al. 2001 ) that the slant-458 linear depolarization ratio (SLDR) and circular depolarization ratio (CDR) are best suited for particle shape estimation, since these polarimetric variables (while sensitive to hydrometeor shape and density) are relatively insensitive to particle orientation. When particles are generally oriented with their larger dimensions in the horizontal plane, CDR is very close to SLDR. When horizontal (or vertical) polarization signals are transmitted, conventional linear depolarization ratio (LDR) measurements are less favorable for estimation of particle shape as a result of high sensitivity to particle orientation and weaker cross-polarized radar signals, resulting in the fact that LDR is usually available only at close radar ranges.
Over the last 15 years or so, operational and research meteorological radars that simultaneously transmit and simultaneously receive (STSR) horizontally and vertically polarized signals (Doviak et al. 2000) have become common. This mode of operation, which is sometimes also called the hybrid mode, provides measurements of several polarimetric variables, including differential reflectivity Z DR and copolar correlation coefficient r hy between backscatter amplitudes on horizontal and vertical polarizations. It was shown (e.g., Melnikov and Straka 2013; Myagkov et al. 2016a ) that a combined analysis of Z DR and r hy yields information on particle habits for a given assumption of the shape model (e.g., spheroidal shapes). These two variables can be used to calculate a depolarization ratio proxy, which is close to CDR if the phase shift between horizontally and vertically polarized signals is close to 908 (Ryzhkov et al. 2017 ). The polarization cross coupling, which exists in STSR Z DR measurements and depends on the transmission phase difference between horizontally and vertically polarized signals, however, contributes to uncertainties in particle habit retrievals.
Several observational facilities of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program have been recently equipped with scanning ARM cloud radars (SACRs) operating at Ka (;35 GHz) and W (;94 GHz) bands (Kollias et al. 2014) . Newer versions of these radars, including one which is a part of the third ARM Mobile Facility (AMF3) deployed to Oliktok Point, Alaska (70.4958N, 149.8868W), transmit horizontally and vertically polarized signals alternatively, thus alleviating cross-coupling effects. Differential phase, r hy , and LDR measurements are directly available from these radars.
The objectives of this study are to evaluate the use of measurements from these new SACRs to estimate aspect ratios of irregular/aggregate ice particles and to compare radar-based retrievals with collocated observations from two in situ instruments: the ground-based multiangle snowflake camera (MASC; Garrett et al. 2012 ) and the balloonborne video ice particle sampler (VIPS; Schmitt et al. 2013 ).
Theoretical modeling of polarimetric radar variables for ice hydrometeors
It has been shown previously (e.g., Matrosov et al. 2001 Matrosov et al. , 2012 Reinking et al. 2002 ) that pristine ice particles (e.g., plates, dendrites, columns, needles) can be successfully identified and that more complex planar-type ice particles can be distinguished from the columnar-type particles using the radar elevation angle dependences of depolarization ratios. While planar hydrometers (e.g., dendrites, plates, and their aggregates) exhibit the smallest depolarization at vertical viewing and increasing depolarization ratios as viewing goes to slant, columnar crystals are characterized by depolarization ratio values that do not show significant elevation angle dependence but are higher than the minimum depolarization ratio (DR min ), which depends on radar hardware.
A spheroidal shape (i.e., oblate spheroidal shape for planar-type particles and prolate spheroidal shape for columnar-type particles) assuming a homogeneous ice-air mixture provides a convenient description of irregular ice particles whose nonsphericity is characterized by a simple aspect ratio parameter. However, modeling studies of ice particle scattering properties at high frequencies with complex shapes indicate that the spheroidal model has limitations when particle sizes are similar and (especially) large compared to the radar wavelength (Leinonen et al. 2012 , and references therein), so more robust computational approaches such as the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) are preferable. Given this, further polarimetric variable modeling in this study was performed for the Ka-band SACR frequency (;35 GHz). At this frequency, limitations of the T-matrix calculations for the spheroidal shape model are much less pronounced compared to the W band (;94 GHz), especially for variables integrated over the size distributions of irregular-shaped particles having aspect ratios larger than pristine crystals.
Close correspondence between spheroidal shape model CDR and SLDR calculations and observed depolarization signatures for different ice particle habits at Ka band (Matrosov et al. 2001; Reinking et al. 2002) serves as a further justification for the use of this shape model. The spheroidal shape is also often used in cloud microphysical parameterization schemes (e.g., Sheridan et al. 2009; Jensen et al. 2017) . Additionally, unlike some other simple approaches applied for larger particle reflectivity calculations (e.g., Hogan and Westbrook 2014) , use of the T-matrix approach for spheroidal shapes is convenient for calculating polarimetric variables. Modeling of radar polarimetric variables using the T-matrix approach (e.g., Mishchenko and Travis 1994) with accounting for the radar hardware polarimetric ''cross talk'' is described by Matrosov (2015) . This approach was used in this study.
Gamma-function particle size distribution (PSD) assumption is customary used in modeling, since such a PSD shape generally describes well microphysical observations (e.g., Kosarev and Mazin 1991) . Relative radar variables (e.g., depolarization ratios and differential reflectivity) are insensitive to the PSD intercept parameter, and for a given PSD shape these variables depend on median volume particle size D mv , which is a characteristic particle size describing the entire PSD. For a fixed particle aspect ratio, this has two reasons: (i) a change of particle density with size and (ii) non-Rayleigh scattering for larger particles. The density effect is generally stronger than the non-Rayleigh scattering effect. Hereafter, individual particle density is understood as the ratio of particle mass and spheroidal particle volume; individual particle size D is usually defined as the particle's major dimension.
Because of aerodynamic forcing, nonspherical particles tend to orient with their major dimensions in a horizontal plane. For pristine crystals, characterized by small aspect ratios r, standard deviations around this preferential orientation are small (Matrosov et al. 2005) . However, particles with larger values of r can be oriented more randomly (Garrett et al. 2015) . To assess the orientation effect, polarimetric variable modeling was performed for different angular standard deviation (s u ) values (assuming a Gaussian distribution) from horizontal. Figure 1 shows results of modeling different Ka-band polarimetric radar variables for planar-type (i.e., oblate) particles assuming different r, D mv , s u , and the firstorder gamma-function PSD. To illustrate the influence of particle mass-size (m-D) relations, three different assumptions for such relation were used. The m-D relation analyzed by Brown and Francis (1995 , cgs units) has been widely used in the cloud microphysical community and was shown to closely approximate the direct bulk ice water content (IWC) measurements from several experiments (Heymsfield et al. 2016) . A correction for the fact that BF95 was initially suggested in terms of the mean particle size D mean was introduced as in Hogan et al. (2012) . When applied to spheroidal particles, the Matrosov (2007, hereafter M07) 
cgs units) provides a continuous transition from particle densities typical for smaller cloud particles to those measured for larger snowflakes as documented by Magono and Nakamura (1965) . The Heymsfield et al. (2013, hereafter H13) relation (m 5 0.0052 D 2.1 , cgs units) is based on a large dataset using the bulk counterflow virtual impactor with 2D microphysical probes. For a given particle size, this relation provides mass results within 12% of median relations obtained by von Lerber et al. (2017) for falling snow particles, under conditions when the supercooled liquid water path is less than 320 g m
22
.
Model calculation results presented in Fig. 1 assume that DR min 5 226.5 dB. Accounting for actual DR min values was performed as in Matrosov (2015) , and it is essential for modeling realistic depolarization ratios for a given radar system. A 226.5-dB value for the Kaband AMF3 SACR was found using radar measurements from nearly spherical drizzle-type drop scatterers. An example of such measurements is shown in Fig. 2 .
Although SACR depolarization measurements include only LDR, other types of depolarization ratios are shown in Fig. 1 . In addition to ''true'' depolarization ratios, which could be directly measured when the radar transmits circular or linear polarized signals (i.e., CDR or LDR), Fig. 1 also shows results for the proxy of CDR measurements CDR p that can be obtained from measurements in the traditional horizontal-vertical (h-v) polarization base SACR measurements. Jameson (1987) showed that circular depolarization ratios in linear units, C dr [CDR(dB) 5 10 log 10 (C dr )], is related to the polarimetric variables in the traditional linear base as
where Z dr and L dr are differential reflectivity and the linear depolarization ratio in the h-v polarization base in the linear units, respectively [i.e., Z DR (dB) 5 10 log 10 (Z dr ) and LDR(dB) 5 10 log 10 (L dr )], and r hy is the copolar correlation coefficient. SACR cross-polar return signals are often below a reliable signal-tonoise threshold and thus are not usable, so LDR measurements are often unavailable. Besides, LDR values are generally very small (,220 dB) even when they can be measured. The corresponding circular depolarization ratio proxies from (1) expressed in logarithmic units and are denoted as CDR p 5 10 log 10 (C dr ).
Earlier estimators similar to (1), when neglecting the L dr term, were applied for the radars operating in the STSR measurement mode (Melnikov and Matrosov 2013; Ryzhkov et al. 2017) , which has some Z dr polarimetric coupling. Calculating the CDR proxy from STSR radar measurements generally requires tuning the transmission phase shift to get a better approximation of CDR (Ryzhkov et al. 2017) . Because of its fully polarimetric alternate h-v transmission configuration, this is not an issue when using the SACR linear polarization variables to calculate CDR p as in (1). Differential attenuation effects are neglected in (1), since attenuation in the ice phase is very minor and signal attenuation from supercooled liquid drops is not expected to produce differential effects because such drops in mixedphase clouds and precipitation are generally small and nearly spherical.
While being a depolarization ratio proxy, CDR p has several important practical advantages compared to ''true'' CDR. One such advantage is the absence of propagation effects (Ryzhkov et al. 2017) , which otherwise cause an increase of observed CDR compared to its intrinsic values and thus hinder interpretation of circular depolarization measurements. Another important advantage is that since CDR p is obtained from copolar measurements, its estimates are available in the cloud/precipitation regions where copolar SNR values are reliable (i.e., practically everywhere where reflectivity, differential reflectivity, and copolar correlation coefficient data available) as opposed to the volumes where much weaker cross-polar SNR are reliable as in case of ''true'' depolarization measurements.
As discussed above, depolarization ratios and the Z DR of planar-type particles increase as radar viewing changes from vertical pointing (i.e., the 908 elevation angle) to slant (Fig. 1) . The difference between vertical and slant values is larger for particles with a larger degree of nonsphericity (i.e., smaller r values). For the same aspect ratios, particle populations of larger size (i.e., larger D mv values) exhibit smaller polarimetric variable changes compared to PSDs with smaller D mv values (e.g., Fig. 1 , left vs right column). This is because particle density decreases with increasing particle size, making larger particles optically ''softer.'' For a given aspect ratio and D mv values, the influence of the m-D relation choice is not very strong (e.g., Fig. 1a vs Figs. 1c, e, or Fig. 1b vs Figs. 1d, f) . For a given particle characteristic size, a decrease in aspect ratios results in stronger changes to all polarimetric variables, as the direction of viewing changes from vertical to slant.
As seen in Fig. 1 , CDR p (green) and true CDR (red) values are very close to each other (as well as SLDR, which is not shown), indicating general robustness of (1). There is relatively little sensitivity of CDR p and CDR to particle orientation parameters (i.e., s u ), especially at radar elevation angles between about 408 and 608. In contrast, LDR is very strongly dependent on particle orientation and is much lower than CDR and CDR p . For s u 5 38, LDR changes very little with elevation angle and is close to LDR min . Term Z DR also exhibits some variability depending on particle orientation but to a much smaller extent than LDR.
Modeling results from Fig. 1 correspond to moderately nonspherical particles such as aggregates and irregular ice hydrometeors. Pristine planar-type crystals (e.g., dendrites, plates) usually have aspect ratios less than about 0.1 (e.g., Pruppacher and Klett 1978) and their CDR values at slant viewing can reach maximum values of about 28 dB (e.g., Reinking et al. 2002; Matrosov et al. 2001 Matrosov et al. , 2012 , making these habits readily identifiable by polarimetric radar measurements.
While planar-type particles typically have depolarization ratios near the DR min when viewed in the vertical (or nadir) direction, columnar-type particles exhibit stronger depolarization in this direction. Experimental observations of columns and needles presented in the literature indicate depolarization values of approximately 215 to 217 dB (e.g., Matrosov et al. 2001 Matrosov et al. , 2012 Reinking et al. 2002) . Although observing columnar-type crystals is not uncommon, most scanning polarimetric radar measurements typically indicate planar-type (i.e., oblate) particle habits (e.g., Reinking et al. 2002; Marchand et al. 2013 
populations of irregular and aggregate particles observed most frequently, as in the event considered in this study.
3. Approaches to estimate particle aspect ratios from polarimetric variables
As seen from Fig. 1 , nonspherical particle CDR p values are least sensitive to particle orientation at radar elevations angles x in an approximate interval between about 408 and 608. Because CDR p increases as viewing direction shifts off zenith (i.e., off x 5 908), more slant beam pointing directions are advantageous, as they provide larger CDR p gradients for particles with different aspect ratios. Given the trade-offs between the desire for lower sensitivities to particle orientation and achieving stronger CDR p signals, measurements at a radar elevation angle of 408 can be considered suitable for estimating particle aspect ratios. This choice of elevation angle is also dictated by the fact that often scanning radars lack sensitivity for reliably detecting echoes at higher-altitude cloud layers at lower elevation angles (e.g., Reinking et al. 2002) .
For various m-D relation assumptions and the firstorder gamma-function PSD, the left column of Fig. 3 shows relations between oblate-type particle aspect ratios and CDR p (408) for different assumptions of particle characteristic sizes and orientations. Depicted data indicate the relatively small influence of particle orientation on the corresponding relations and low sensitivity to particle mass-size relation. However, the influence of D mv , which can be considered a proxy for the density influence, is substantial. Presented data correspond to the Ka-band SACR frequency channel and its DR min . It FIG. 3 . Correspondence between planar-type particle aspect ratios and CDR p and Z DR at 408 elevation angle for different particle orientation s u and D mv as in should be noted that since CDR p is a function of Z dr and r hy , these two variables considered together can also be used for aspect ratio retrievals. However, it is more convenient to use a single variable (i.e., CDR p ), which effectively combines information contained in Z dr and r hy for particle aspect ratio retrieval, and is relatively insensitive to s u , particularly at the elevation angle interval (408-608) discussed above.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , changes in Z DR resulting from the variability in particle orientation generally increase as the direction of radar viewing becomes more slanted. At a 408 radar elevation angle, the variability of Z DR as result of s u is about 2 times smaller (in logarithmic units of decibels) than at beam elevations close to 08 (i.e., almost horizontally pointing). The right column of Fig. 3 shows correspondence between r and Z DR values at x 5 408. Comparing Figs. 3a,c,e with Figs. 3b,d,f also reveals an approximately 13-dB expected range of changes in CDR p compared to approximately 4-dB Z DR changes as values of r vary from 0.1 to 1.0. Overall, compared to CDR p , Z DR is noticeably more sensitive to s u variability. When knowing or assuming D mv , the modeling data from Fig. 3 can be used for estimating r of ice particles from the Ka-band SACR measurements.
Estimating particle shapes from SACR polarimetric measurements
To test the performance of the technique discussed above, the SACR estimates of particle aspect ratios were evaluated during a period when in situ estimates of particle shapes are available from two separate systems. During October 2016, several tethered balloon system (TBS) flights were conducted at the Oliktok Point AMF3. During some of these flights, the balloon payload included the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) VIPS . The VIPS provides information on particle size distributions and aspect ratios. In addition to the VIPS, particle in situ information was available from the ground-based MASC at Oliktok Point (Garrett et al. 2012) . The AMF3 SACR operates in 30-min cycles. Each cycle includes four hemispheric range-height indicator (RHI) scans. These scans are performed in the azimuthal directions of 08, 458, 908, and 1358 (Hardin et al. 2011) . As an example, Fig. 4 shows a 1358 SACR RHI scan conducted on 21 October 2016 during a TBS flight time (0022 UTC). The radar range gate spacing is 30 m and the first gate is 0.38 km from the radar. While the horizontal polarization radar reflectivity factor (reflectivity), Z eh , Z DR , LDR, and r hy are measured directly, CDR p was obtained from measurable variables using (1). Because LDR values are generally very small (,220 dB) even when they can be measured, they were neglected when calculating CDR p from observational data. The use of the LDR min value in (1) results in CDR p changes that are typically within measurement uncertainties. Since azimuthally averaged zenith-pointing differential reflectivity values are expected to be near 0 dB, a Z DR measurement bias was estimated during near-vertical beam measurements (x 5 908 6 18) at different RHI directions and then accounted for. For the SACR Ka-band channel, this bias was typically around 0.1 dB during the observational period considered here.
The Z eh , Z DR , and r hy data were thresholded at the 3-dB SNR level of the copolar echoes, and LDR data were thresholded at the same level in the cross-polar radar echoes. These echoes are much weaker than the copolar ones, thus LDR data are available only in the regions close to the radar (Fig. 4c) . CDR p , however, is available in the same regions where copolar echoes are reliable. Polarimetric variables are also useful in identifying ground clutter returns from infrastructure around the Oliktok facility (e.g., a small arc at about 2-km distance from the radar site in LDR measurements).
Elevated CDR p values (approximately 212 dB) in a slanted layer at an altitude of about 1 km in the azimuth direction of 1358 (Fig. 4d) are characteristic of single dendrites or hexagonal plates (Matrosov et al. 2001; Reinking et al. 2002) , indicating a dominance of these highly nonspherical planar crystal habits in this portion of the atmosphere. These enhanced CDR p values also correspond to decreased r hy values and higher Z DR values, which is consistent with the dendrite/plate particle habit. Generally, smaller CDR p and Z DR values at lower and higher altitudes (,0.8 km and .1.3 km, respectively) suggest the dominance of moderately nonspherical particles. Such particles might be relatively rare in the layer of the increased CDR p values (which also corresponds to a layer of lower reflectivity), so they do not obscure the polarimetric signal of highly nonspherical planar crystals. The range of observed CDR p values, including the layer dominated by dendrites/ plates in measurements shown in Fig. 4 , is about 14 dB compared to about 2.5 dB for Z DR , and 3 dB for LDR. Figure 5 shows the AMF3 microwave radiometer (MWR)-based bias-corrected estimates of liquid water path (LWP) and integrated water vapor (IWV) during the 21 October 2016 TBS flight between about 0020 and 0248 UTC (Cadeddu 2011) . The LWP values are in the retrieval noise between 0000 and 0200 UTC. When coupled with the fact that no supercooled liquid cloud base was detected by lidar for these first 2 h of 21 October 2016 (not shown), this suggests that liquid water was not present during this time, so ice particle riming was not expected. This is not true for the latter portion of the TBS flight (after 0200 UTC), when modest amounts of supercooled liquid were detected by the MWR and liquid drops were present in VIPS data. Near-surface (2 m) air temperature (black line in Fig. 5 ) was around 288C for the duration of this sounding.
Atmospheric profiles from a radiosonde launched at the AMF3 on 2330 UTC 20 October 2016 (i.e., just prior to the TBS measurement period) are shown in Fig. 6 (Coulter et al. 1994) . The data show the presence of a near-surface temperature inversion beneath the clouddriven mixed layer and an approximately isothermal layer between 0.4 and 1 km. The winds were fairly weak throughout the hydrometeor layer. The 2158C temperature, which usually associated with the pristine dendritic crystal growth is at an about 2 km altitude, which is higher than the layer of enhanced Z DR and CDR p (Fig. 4) . The TBS flight was relatively low and the maximum height available for VIPS microphysical measurements was only between 0.4 and 0.5 km. Figure 7a shows the elevation angle dependence of Z DR and CDR p at an altitude of 0.4 km, obtained during hemispheric RHI radar measurements for the scan shown in Fig. 4 . The lowest CDR p values in the vertical direction and their general increase when radar viewing shifts toward slant directions indicate a planar (oblate) particle habit. The depolarization increase is indicative of irregular and/or aggregate ice particles (e.g., Reinking et al. 2002) . Although the elevation angle trends of Z DR and CDR p are often approximately symmetrical relative to the vertical pointing direction (i.e., x 5 908) as in Fig. 7a , sometimes the symmetry is not observed, as shown in Fig. 7b for another RHI scan. This relative asymmetry is suggestive of horizontal changes in particle aspect ratios occurring within close proximity of the radar location. Minimal values of CDR p are typically seen near the vertical radar pointing for all RHI azimuths, which is indicative of the absence of the preferential alignment of particles along a specific azimuthal direction.
Values of Z DR and CDR p obtained near elevation angles of 408 and 1408 (note that x 5 1408 at an azimuth f corresponds to x 5 408 at an azimuth 1808 1 f) during RHI scans were used to retrieve particle aspect ratios using the results obtained from modeling r-CDR p (408) and r-Z DR (408) relations shown in Fig. 3 . When comparing to aspect ratios estimated from in situ measurements, the radar-based retrievals of r are further referred to as r SACR . Figure 8 shows time series of r SACR retrieved from CDR p and Z DR during the period of the TBS flight on 21 October 2016, at altitudes of 0.5 and 0.3 km. For this time, there were six intervals of hemispheric RHI scanning centered at around 0020, 0047, 0115, 0143, 0210, and 0237 UTC. Each interval was about 6 min long and contains eight retrievals from two elevation angles at each of the four azimuthal directions. To reduce measurement noise, CDR p and Z DR values used for retrievals were averaged in 28 elevation angle intervals centered at x 5 408 and x 5 1408. The retrievals were performed under the assumption of the H13 mass-size Figure 8 indicates r SACR values generally being between 0.25 and 0.55. Such aspect ratios are characteristic of aggregate/irregular ice particles, which likely dominated the radar echoes during these measurements. There is general agreement between the results from the CDR p and Z DR -based retrievals. A very weak trend of particles becoming more nonspherical with time is noticed. As seen from Fig. 8 , there is not much difference between radar-based retrievals of the aspect ratio at altitudes 0.5 and 0.3 km above the radar site. Note that retrievals at very low altitudes are not possible because of the offset of the first radar range gate. When Z DR and CDR p are approximately symmetrical around the vertical direction, the values of the retrieved aspect ratios in each of the RHI sequences are relatively close to each other (e.g., 0020, 0047, 0143, and 0237 UTC). The asymmetry in Z DR and CDR p results in larger variations in aspect ratio estimates as seen for the RHI sequence conducted at about 0115 and 0210 UTC.
Expected uncertainties of polarimetric radar-based aspect ratio estimates
Uncertainties of the radar-based retrievals of particle aspect ratios come from errors in the radar variables (i.e., CDR p and Z DR ) and from retrieval assumptions. Influential assumptions include those about PSD type, m-D relations, the degree of particle orientation (e.g., s u ), and characteristic PSD size (e.g., D mv ). A sensitivity analysis with the modeling approach used to calculate data in Figs. 1 and 3 was performed to assess retrieval uncertainties due to (i) variability in the assumed m-D relations (among the BF95, H13, and M07 considered in Fig. 1 ), (ii) a 6108 variability in the assumed s u value, (iii) changes in the assumed PSD type for a given D mv (e.g., when the PSD gamma-function shape parameter m changes between 0 and 3), and (iv) a 50% uncertainty in D mv . This analysis indicated that these four sources of retrieval uncertainty can result in approximately (i) 2% (10%), (ii) 7% (8%), (iii) 5% (5%), (iv) 26% (28%) errors when estimating particle aspect ratios from CDR p (408) [Z DR (408)] for nonsphericity values typical of aggregate hydrometeors (e.g., r ' 0.5).
The data in Fig. 7 suggest that errors of around 0.5 dB (0.1 dB) in CDR p (Z DR ) values can be expected even with data averaging in the 628 interval. CDR p uncertainties are similar to those of direct depolarization measurements (Fig. 2) . These errors can result in about 10%-15% uncertainties in radar-based retrievals of particle aspect ratios. Assuming errors from all uncertainty sources are independent, the resulting relative retrieval uncertainties can be estimated as a square root of the sum of squares of individual contributions. These estimates result in about 30% (35%) uncertainties for aspect ratio retrievals from CDR p (408) [Z DR (408) ] data. For typical CDR p -based r SACR values (Fig. 8) , this corresponds to expected errors of around 0.1-0.15.
As evident from the uncertainty estimates presented above and from Fig. 3 , a substantial part of particle aspect ratio retrieval errors comes from uncertainties in particle characteristic size (e.g., D mv ) that can be considered as a proxy of effective density. Correspondence between r and radar polarimetric variables depends on this size, and the resulting dependences are generally a proxy for the relationships between radar variables and effective bulk density (with accounting for non-Rayleigh scattering effects) of the entire PSD (Matrosov 2015) . Less dense particles produce less pronounced polarization signatures than denser particles of the same shape. Recent approaches for inferring particle aspect ratios from STSR radar measurements either assume a solid ice density or retrieve polarizability ratios, which could be converted to aspect ratios if a fixed assumption on particle density is made (e.g., Myagkov et al. 2016b; Melnikov 2017) . For nonpristine ice particles, bulk density, however, generally decreases with particle size as mass-size relations suggest, so a characteristic size describing the entire particle distribution (e.g., D mv ) could be a convenient parameter reflecting bulk density (and non-Rayleigh scattering) effects on the correspondence between particle aspect ratios and radar polarimetric variables.
The Ka-band SACR-based retrievals for 21 October 2016 observations were made assuming D mv 5 0.05 6 0.025 cm, which (judging from in situ VIPS measurements shown in the next section) were reasonable assumptions for this observational event. Independent particle characteristic size estimates, however, could be an essential part of future routine radar-based retrievals of particle aspect ratios. Such estimates could come from the dual-frequency reflectivity ratio (DFR) and/or dual-Doppler velocity measurements from collocated Ka-W-band SACR data when DFR signals are strong enough for larger particle populations (e.g., Matrosov 1993 Matrosov , 2011 . Other approaches for estimating particle characteristic sizes can use relations between such sizes and observed reflectivities and/or time-averaged vertical Doppler velocities (e.g., Matrosov 1997; Matrosov et al. 2002; Matrosov and Heymsfield 2017) , the higher moments of the Doppler spectrum (Maahn and Löhnert 2017) , or from multisensor (e.g., radar-lidar) microphysical retrievals (e.g., Shupe et al. 2015) . A detailed analysis FIG. 8. Retrievals of particle aspect ratios from SACR CDR p (red) and Z DR (green) data at an altitude of (a) 0.5 and (b) 0.3 km on 21 Oct 2016. The eight data points for each observation period correspond to the eight azimuthal directions.
of different approaches of particle characteristic size retrievals are outside the scope of this study.
5.
Comparison of radar-derived particle aspect ratios with in situ estimates
a. Comparisons with the MASC data
The MASC instrument (Garrett et al. 2012 ), deployed at the AMF3, captures photographs of falling particles from three different angles (Gaustad et al. 2015 ; dataset updated daily). The camera's resolution allows for identification of particles larger than about 0.5 mm. It provides estimates of side view particle aspect ratios, as well as particle fall velocities and the largest dimensions. As in Korolev and Isaac (2003) , the aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the maximum particle dimension from an image to the particle width, which is its dimension in the direction perpendicular to the maximum dimension. Example images of a particle with a maximum dimension of about 0.9 mm taken by the MASC during the event of 21 October 2016 are shown in Fig. 9 . About 600 particles were reliably sampled by the MASC during the TBS flight on 21 October 2016. The general shape/habit of the particle in Fig. 9 is representative of irregular aggregated particles observed by the MASC during this event.
For the same time span covering the radar retrievals shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 10 shows MASC estimates of particle aspect ratios. The r MASC quantity in Fig. 10 represents average MASC data:
where r Mi (i 5 0,1,2-is the camera identifier) are aspect ratios and angle brackets denote averaging over observed particles during a given period (5 or 10 min). Values of r MASC represent the standard MASC aspect ratio product. Since the MASC provides multiple views of a given particle, additional estimates of r were calculated. These estimates are also shown in Fig. 10 . One such estimate represents a time average of the smallest aspect ratio from the three available multiangle images for a particular particle r MASC1 :
The mean difference between r MASC and r MASC1 is approximately 0.1. Another r estimate from MASC images represents the minimal-to-maximal dimensions of particles as seen by all three cameras:
where D 0 , D 1 , and D 2 are the largest particle dimensions seen by the corresponding cameras. The mean difference between r MASC and r MASC2 is about 0.15. Theoretical modeling of spheroidal shape 2D projections indicates that for actual r of 0.6, the mean projected r for quasi-horizontal particle orientation is about 0.75 and it is slightly higher for randomly oriented particles (Jiang et al. 2017) . This agrees relatively well with the mean observed difference between r MASC and r MASC2 .
Values of r MASC1 and especially r MASC2 obtained from MASC data could be more appropriate in situ estimates of aspect ratios for comparisons with r SACR because for the given particle shape, assumption r SACR represents the ratio of the smallest possible to the largest possible spheroidal model particle dimensions. The ratio of these dimensions for an idealized spheroidal particle model is generally smaller than ratios of the smallest to the largest projections of such a particle on a 2D plane (e.g., a photograph), so it can be expected that r SACR # r MASC2 # r MASC1 # r MASC . Typical r MASC2 estimates in Fig. 10a are between 0.4 and 0.55, while r SACR values are mostly between 0.25 and 0.55 (Fig. 8) . Given the radar retrieval uncertainties, the MASC estimates and the radar-derived values of particle aspect ratios are FIG. 9 . An example of a particle photographed from three MASCs during the 21 Oct 2016 event.
consistent. The vastly different sampling volumes of radar and in situ data and the differing measurement schemes and locations make exact point-to-point comparisons impossible.
Because of the relatively small number of particles observed by the MASC and the underrepresentation of particles with sizes less than about 0.5 mm (see Fig. 10b ), the data in Fig. 10a represent mean values for particles of all sizes that were reliably observed by the MASC for a given averaging period. It can be seen from Fig. 10a that the difference between the averaging windows (5 min vs 10 min) does not significantly influence the results. As also seen from Fig. 10b , the different particle aspect ratios observed by the MASC (i.e., r MASC , r MASC1 , r MASC2 ) did not exhibit strong size dependence, justifying the intercomparison of MASC-observed and radar-derived reflectivity-weighted particle aspect ratios. The mean aspect ratios in Fig. 10b represent averages for the whole TBS flight period on 21 October 2016.
b. Comparisons with the VIPS data
The VIPS microphysical probe was mounted on the TBS. Environmental conditions restricted TBS operations, limiting the maximum altitude of VIPS operation to approximately 0.5 km. Figure 11 depicts examples of 2D images of ice particles sampled by the VIPS on   FIG. 10. (a) The 5-and 10-min averages of MASC particle aspect ratio estimates and number of observed particles, and (b) the mean MASC aspect ratios as a function of particle size and number of particles averaged for each size interval. Observations during TBS soundings on 21 Oct 2016.
21 October 2016 during six periods of SACR RHI scans.
As was the case with the MASC measurements, particles detected by the VIPS were also generally irregular in shape, with many aggregates. With the exception of period 5 (;0207-0213 UTC), there was little evidence of riming. During period 5, which corresponds to elevated LWP values (Fig. 5) , the VIPS also sampled some spherical supercooled water drops (not shown). Aggregates of hexagonal plates and some pristine crystals are seen among irregularly shaped particles, especially during period 6 (;0234-0240 UTC). This is not necessarily surprising, as there was evidence of a layer of single pristine plates/dendrites from radar measurements in Fig. 4 at altitudes above 1 km. While the MASC measurements were not used for deriving particle size distributions as a result of the undersampling of smaller particles and the relatively small total number of observed particles, VIPS data can provide such distributions (50-mm equally spaced bins between 0 and 2 mm). Mean PSDs derived from VIPS during the six 6-min periods of SACR RHI scan sequences on 21 October 2016 are shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that particle major projectional dimensions did not generally exceed 0.1 cm, suggesting that nonRayleigh scattering effects at Ka band were likely rather small. Median volume particle sizes of these distributions were around 0.06 6 0.02 cm, justifying the D mv assumption made for the radar-based retrievals.
For the same time interval as in Fig. 12, Fig. 13 shows mean VIPS-derived particle aspect ratios r VIPS inferred from 2D images as a function of particle size. The standard deviations of aspect ratios, which characterize in situ estimate uncertainties, were generally between 0.15 and 0.2. Further, Fig. 13 demonstrates that, as for particles observed by the MASC, mean r VIPS does not exhibit a clear trend with particle size (except, probably, for the 0140-0146 UTC period). The fact that variability in r with particle size (for particles larger than about 0.1 cm) is relatively small can also be deduced from the data presented by Korolev and Isaac (2003) . Figure 14a shows mean reflectivity-weighted r VIPS estimates and corresponding mean VIPS probe heights during the periods corresponding to the radar-based retrievals in Fig. 8 . The width of the square symbols in Fig. 14 corresponds to the time interval of the SACR RHI scan sequence. The r VIPS values vary from about 0.3 to 0.77 and are on average a little higher than r SACR . The lack of multiangle particle views for the VIPS samples precludes estimates of how r VIPS values would change depending on the choice of projections used [as from Eqs. (3) and (4)]. If, however, it is assumed that the corresponding changes are like those deduced from the MASC multiangle aspect ratio estimates, then a reduction of r VIPS of around 0.1-0.15 would be expected. This reduction could be even larger specifically for the VIPS data during the period 6 (0234-0240 UTC) because the sampled particle habit during this period included a substantial number of aggregates of plates (see Fig. 11 ). Term r VIPS in this case could be exaggerated, since the smallest dimensions of such particles are not typically seen in VIPS single-plane 2D images. Figure 14b presents composite intercomparisons of hydrometeor aspect ratios from remote and situ observations. Radar-retrieved values correspond to 0.5-km altitude. Overall, it can be concluded that, given uncertainties of the retrievals and direct estimates (as expressed by their standard deviations) and some spatial displacement of the data, in situ aspect ratio estimates for the considered dataset are consistent with r SACR . The largest discrepancies with VIPS data are seen for the first (;0017-0023 UTC) and the last (;0234-0240 UTC) comparison periods when VIPS measurements were conducted near the ground during the TBS ascent and descent. For these periods, r VIPS were larger than those derived from radar measurements and MASC data. This discrepancy, in part, can be explained by the presence of aggregates (and occasional pristine types) of hexagonal plates in relatively significant numbers during these periods and the way the VIPS 2D images often are not representative of the smallest dimensions of such particles. One could expect that this also would lead to an increase of differences between various estimates of aspect ratios from the MASC. However, this is not supported by the MASC observations (Fig. 10) , so the reason for the increased discrepancies during these periods remains unclear.
Conclusions
This study presents a novel method to mean estimate aspect ratio (r) of planar-type (oblate) ice hydrometeors from scanning polarimetric radar observations. The approaches suggested here for using scanning polarimetric radar measurements to infer r utilize measurements from ARM cloud radars operating in a fully polarimetric alternate horizontal-vertical polarization transmission mode. This avoids polarization coupling that would otherwise complicate measurement interpretation. Combining differential reflectivity Z DR and copolar coefficient r hy measurements allows for reconstruction of a circular depolarization ratio proxy CDR p . This proxy is generally insensitive to particle orientation variability (flutter) if observed at elevation angles between 408 and 508, and is immune to propagation effects resulting from accumulation of the differential phase. Term CDR p effectively combines information contained in Z DR and r hy , providing practical convenience in estimating particle aspect ratios. Besides the relative insensitivity to particle orientation, use of CDR p is preferred over the measured linear depolarization ratio (LDR) because of its greater range, which is as large as for copolar radar measurements. The planar-type hydrometeors are observed much more often than the columnar-type hydrometeors (e.g., Marchand et al. 2013 ). These two hydrometeor types can be distinguished from each other by the CDR p elevation angle dependences (e.g., Matrosov et al. 2001 Matrosov et al. , 2012 . The method can potentially be extended for the use with CDR estimates obtained from radar measurements utilizing the simultaneous transmission-reception mode (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2017) . Two approaches for inferring r from the Ka-band SACR measurements were evaluated in this study: one used CDR p values at a 408 elevation angle and the other used Z DR measurements at the same radar elevation angle. Compared to CDR p , Z DR measurements are inherently more sensitive to particle orientation. These approaches were evaluated using a case study from the ARM Oliktok Point facility on 21 October 2016 featuring TBS operations. Elevation angle patterns of depolarization indicated a dominance of planar-type (oblate) crystals during this period. While radar observations suggested the existence of layers consisting of pristine planar crystals at altitudes higher than about 1 km, lower regions, where TBS-based VIPS and surface-based MASC measurements were available, generally contained irregular/aggregated particles. Radar-based retrievals indicated characteristic aspect ratios between about 0.25 and 0.55 in this region. The CDR p -and Z DR -based retrievals were generally consistent, though estimated uncertainties for CDR p retrievals are expected to be smaller as a result of lesser sensitivity of CDR p to particle orientation.
MASC-and VIPS-based measurements revealed that average ice particle aspect ratios were generally between about 0.3 and 0.77. An analysis of the MASC aspect ratio variability with respect to the viewing angle and the minimum/maximum dimension choice (i.e., r MASC1 , r MASC2 ) indicates that actual aspect ratios of irregular/aggregated particles defined in terms of the smallest and the largest observed dimensions are smaller, in a mean sense, than the average values representing the standard MASC product (i.e., r MASC ) by about 0.1-0.15. This approximately agrees with theoretical modeling results. Standard deviations of in situ aspect ratio estimates are around 0.15-0.2. FIG. 14. (a) Mean reflectivity-weighted VIPS particle aspect ratio estimates (black squares) and corresponding sampling heights (blue squares) for the periods corresponding to SACR RHI data in Fig. 8 ( i.e., 0017-0023, 0044-0050, 0112-0118, 0140-0146, 0207-0213, and 0234-0240 UTC 21 Oct 2016) . (b) A composite comparison of particle aspect ratios obtained from radar and in situ measurements.
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Radar-based retrievals of particle aspect ratios (r SACR ) for the TBS sounding period generally varied between about 0.25 and 0.55. Given retrieval uncertainties of about 0.1-0.15, the radar-based values are consistent with in situ observations, especially if mean in situ data are adjusted (by about 0.15) for the fact that the average observed in situ r are larger than actual minimal-tomaximal dimension ratios. Since the spheroidal r values represent the smallest possible 2D projectional aspect ratios retrieved from radar measurements, r values could be even smaller than adjusted average aspect ratio values from in situ observations. Overall, it can be concluded that polarimetric radar-based retrievals can provide particle aspect ratio information that is comparable to that obtained from in situ sampling.
